Paulo Freire, a Brazilian educator, connected literacy education with political life. Poverty, imprisonment, and exile never diminished his concern for the Other. Literacy education opened the path from poverty to political voice. He dedicated his life to education as liberation.
WHY-ETHICAL BACKGROUND FOR REVOLUTIONARY PEDAGOGY
Donald Macedo's interview of Paulo Freire is the conclusion of The Politics of Education (Freire, 1985) . The first question from that interview asks, Why devote a life to "constant preoccupation with adult literacy, particularly the literacy of the oppressed" (Freire, 1985, p. 175) ? The answer rests in Freire's early life experiences. His love of teaching literacy in the Portuguese language to the Brazilian people began with an "upbringing with laborers, peasants, and fishermen . . . aware of differences among social classes" (Freire, 1985, p. 175) . He found illiteracy extremely high in Brazil and wanted to offer a way to learn that transcended "the monotonous, arrogant, and elitist traditionalism where the teacher knows all and the student does not know anything" (Freire, 1985, p. 177) . The "unity of contraries" (Buber, 1948, p. 17) (humility and teaching) in the education of oppressed persons requires both background knowledge about class structure and the learning of new skills. "Technical training . . . [also necessitates] the right to know the 'why' of the technical procedure itself. The worker has the right to know the historical origins of the technology in question" (Freire, 1992 (Freire, /1996b .
Freire felt the power of the dominant class as a youngster and later as an adult. He twice experienced the indignity of jail and once endured exile from Brazil; his political ideas did not support the dominant class. His pedagogy works to "decolonize our minds" (Freire, 1985, p. 187) . He understood that in the First World, there is a Third World, and in the Third World, there is a First World. One needs to read carefully who is the dominant and who is the oppressing class. Literacy permits the oppressed as "active participants and real subjects . . . [to] make history . . . [a] story-centered communication ethic for learning and shaping our world together" (Freire, 1985, p. 187 ). Freire's sense of why to teach literacy was to offer hope for oppressed people to read-ideas and political interests. He sees revolution beginning with literacy that makes institutional participation possible.
WHAT-METAPHORS OF LITERACY
For Freire, the Why of literacy education is countering dominant classes and opening the door to institutional participation. The What of his pedagogy frames the philosophical and pragmatic content of his revolutionary approach to literacy education.
Freire began with the metaphor of "hope" (1992/1996b, p. 9) . He connects agency, making a difference, to acquiring literacy. Where there is literacy, agency is possible, and where there is agency, there is hope for historical change. Such hope-filled agency rejects a "culture of silence" (Freire, 1992 (Freire, / 1996b . Literacy provides a voice for the dominated. New voices break a "normative sickness" (Freire, 1992 (Freire, /1996b , a singular worldview. New voices equipped by literacy read ideas and recognize the "deep structures" of a given culture and society (Freire, 1992 (Freire, /1996b . This dual sense of reading provides the basis for "critical consciousness" (Freire, 1973 (Freire, /1996a . Literacy permits one to question, to challenge, to offer critical perspectives, rejecting a "banking concept" (Freire, 1970 (Freire, /1974 where one simply accepts the stated as "true." Freire (1970 Freire ( /1974 seeks "dialogue" (p. 75) with ideas and persons, permitting first "reflection," and then "action" (p. 75). Learning through dialogue emphasizes "fellowship" and "solidarity" (Freire, 1970 (Freire, /1974 , that is, a literacy connecting one to another. Paulo Freire's philosophy of pedagogy assumes an implicit communication ethic of metaphors that point to doing good, assisting another to learn. Freire avoids technique-ridden concepts about how to be nice or helpful to another. Being polite and following a formula are not guiding educational metaphors.
Freire's metaphors for teaching and learning frame a story-centered communication ethic for a postmodern age, an age in which contention over vir-tue and power disparity are commonplace. Literacy empowers agency. A story-centered communication ethic, composed of metaphors about learning, shapes a story about literacy and empowers agency and eventual participation in institutional life.
The metaphors of hope, culture of silence, narrative sickness, deep structures, critical consciousness, the banking concept, dialogue, reflection, action, and pedagogy of the oppressed suggest a story about learning and empowerment of the disadvantaged. Freire's story rests within what I consider an implicit, but fundamental/central, metaphor-face saving. The notion of gestalt suggests a whole larger than the sum of the parts. I consider face saving such a metaphor for Freire-a gestalt metaphor that brings his work together in succinct and powerful fashion.
His pedagogy saves face for learners invited into a world of literacy. One misses, however, the power and significance of Freire's face-saving pedagogy if one equates his pedagogy of literacy and institutional education with a psychological desire to save face for the learner.
Freire's notion of "saving face" (Arnett & Arneson, 1999, p. 170 ) protects the psychological self-esteem of the Other, the learner, only as a by-product. Freire's goal is literacy, not self-esteem. He is sensitive to the task at handeducation. He is deeply caring, but caring in a philosophically sophisticated fashion that understands the limits of humanism focused on the individual.
He offers historically appropriate communicative action that requires saving face for the oppressed to invite the disenfranchised into an educational story of literacy, providing conceptual tools for questioning institutional power. Historical necessity, not psychological technique, propels pedagogy that saves face. Previously excluded learners enter a conversation about literacy connected to the everyday skills and the work of the people. Freire's pedagogy begins where learners are, not where the teacher wants them to be. The invitation to literacy begins with the known, not the unknown. If working on cars is my trade, then learning to read car manuals is the beginning point of literacy. If farming is my trade, then reading about seeds and machinery is the beginning point of literacy. Freire began with the familiar-saving face by connecting a new world of literacy to a known world of what the learner does each day.
Freire's implicit communication ethic is a story of literacy that liberates a person to do daily tasks that provide literacy skills necessary to question institutional power. His philosophy of pedagogy is a story of literacy and participation in institutional life. This pedagogy assumes an implicit communication ethic that works from a story within which individuals learn a Why for action. This story-centered pedagogy composed of metaphors, the What of literacy, gathers around one major metaphor that implicitly guides this story, face saving. The remainder of this article outlines the importance of the Other, the nontechnique nature of Freire's story-centered communication ethic, and the How or pedagogical substance of a story-centered communication ethic in which the communicator functions as an embedded agent, seeking to save the face of oppressed learners. The dominant class finds opposition through the humble learning and pedagogy that saves face, encouraging the reshaping of institutional life through the participation of previously excluded voices.
Engaging the Other as Learner
Freire's implicit communication ethic assumes the importance of literacy and participation and of questioning of institutional life. His pedagogy begins with life familiar to the Other. What the learner already knows becomes the working text within which the story of literacy and participation meets the concrete historical reality of the learner.
The use of everyday resources invites the Other into an expanded, but familiar, world. Each of us has experienced moments in which we felt embarrassed and lost face due to our lack of understanding of a given environment. The "expert" can make us feel stupid for not knowing what is alien to us. Under such circumstances, one may cease trying to learn a given skill and turn back to what one already knows, rejecting instruction about new ideas. Control over the choice not to know is, at times, considered a better option than humiliation at the hands of the expert. Teaching by humiliation is unsuccessful when the Other knows he or she can function without the new knowledge. There is little surprise in another's rejecting teaching that speaks down to an "uninformed outsider." Such a teaching style makes learning less likely for adults who function well enough with the everyday demands of life that new knowledge is not essential.
Freire's story framework is an implicit communication ethic that does not begin with the individual. The educational task is not to protect sensitive psyches but to engage historically appropriate action for assisting the marginalized and disadvantaged, which as a by-product saves the face of the learner. The act of saving the face of the Other as one engages new ideas and skills does not forget the foremost reason for the communicative gesture of saving face-to educate, to enhance literacy, to make participation in institutional life possible. The rationale for such concern is not the person but what the learning permits the person to do. Freire keeps before us a view of education that situates the person within a story of literacy and participation in institutional life.
The act of saving the face of the learner responds to the historical moment, not to the psychological desires of the individual. Historicity is the basis for communication ethics framed by a story, not the individual. Freire's implicit communication ethic requires the communicator to be familiar with the historical situation as well as the learner. There is no ideal technique for shaping such a communication ethic. A story guides the historical situation and suggests appropriate application, and the agent or communicator must then 494 QUALITATIVE INQUIRY / August 2002 engage in phrônesis (Aristotle, trans. 1985 , practical wisdom that brings the story and the historical situation into appropriate meeting. Freire's view of the educational enterprise assists in understanding the complexity and texture underlying communication ethics and the proper use of saving face in the education of nontraditional students, those left out of privileged discourses. Freire's historically situated understanding of saving face frames a communication ethic attentive to the Other without falling prey to placing the person at the center of education. Freire offered insight into how a postmodern understanding of embedded agency is part of a storycentered communication ethic.
The Illusion of Technique
Freire was wary of techniques that attempt to control life before we get there. The phrase "the illusion of technique," used as a metaphor by William Barrett (1986) , takes the reader beyond a polar view of two worlds-the objective and the subjective. Barrett cited Heidegger's "Being-in-the-World" as an effort to go beyond two worlds. The illusion of technique attempts to disembed the person and idea from a given historical moment. Disembedded ideas become abstract conceptions or theories without particular historical engagement. Ideas or theories appropriately engaged in the historical moment frame praxis-theory-informed action. Both Freire and Barrett rejected the notion of information as objective; information emerges from a perspective, a standpoint. Information requires the test of application and attention to the historical moment, the manner of application. Both Freire and Barrett valued information understood within the historical moment, not in the abstract. The individual, like the notion of information, situated or embedded within the historical moment is antithetical to an abstract understanding of individualism. To find truth in objective information or the subjective action of the person is a technique-driven effort that avoids the oftenconfounding complexity of the historical moment. If truth is not in the objective information or in the individual, then where is one to locate a guide for making sense of the historical moment?
This article suggests that story-centered guidance within which we find embedded agency does not "deprive people altogether of the notion of moral autonomy" (Barrett, 1986, p. 331 ). Yet, on the other hand, a story-centered ethic does not put false confidence in the individual. A story-centered ethic assumes the importance of education based on stories learned and applied to the unique demands of given historical moments. Such an education rejects technique-driven answers situated in abstract information and answers found in the visceral impulses of the person. A story-centered view of communication ethics weaves together three important elements: embedded agency, historical moment of application, and awareness of the embedded Arnett / PAULO FREIRE'S REVOLUTIONARY PEDAGOGY 495 nature of information itself. Awareness of the complexity and confoundedness of a story lessens the conviction of a "true believer" (Hoffer, 1951) standing above history, making transcendental proclamations. Such an approach to a story-centered communication ethic embraces both the "politics of education" embedded in historically situated implementation and agency (Freire, 1985) .
Politics assume a standpoint; knowledge and implementation of information embedded in the historical moment do not permit us to stand above history but make sense out of life in the midst of our situatedness, our humanness. The complexity and confounding nature of embedded information, embedded agency, and embedded reading of the historical moment point to the inadequacy of techniques unresponsive to a unique, given situation. Rejection of technique is central to Freire, who refuses to connect all situations and problems to the same educational solution of saving face.
Freire avoided the trap of being "a technician of goodness" (Arnett, 1996, pp. 339-355) . A technician of goodness discerns a good idea and then proceeds to use the same idea in a wide array of circumstances, missing the significance and uniqueness of differing historical situations. For instance, talking to another when the person is unhappy is often a good idea, but not always. There are occasions when concern is an act of intrusion. Being concerned about another person is important; however, the appropriate manner of the concern resides outside the confines of a single technique. Communicative ethics responsive to the historical situation rejects the impulse to equate technique with helpfulness.
Freire was uninterested in following roads created by others for different purposes. The title of one of his books is illustrative: We Make the Road by Walking: Conversations on Education and Social Change (Horton & Freire, 1990 ). The road is never finished; each generation and historical moment requires walking a new path. Education is not imitation but creative application of all we know brought into creative dialogue with the historical moment. A colleague was angry and hurt that a department had let in so many alien voices and destroyed his conception of how we should teach literature. His anger made me sad. We need his voice, but not a voice that shuts down all that are different. We need his voice and that of others. Education is not imitation; students and younger colleagues are not limited to education that mimics and imitates old masters. In addition, those who offer new ideas must continue to listen to the Other, who may be the person of old ideas. Education requires old and young to reject education as imitation and conformity. As Freire suggested, there is no one road; education as imitation is a dangerous false utopia.
Knowledge always is becoming. That is, if the act of knowing has historicity, then today's knowledge about something is not necessarily the same tomorrow. Knowledge is changed to the extent that reality also moves and changes. . . . Theory does the same. It's not stabilized, immobilized. (Horton & Freire, 1990, p. 101) 
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Walking is an appropriate metaphor for a postmodern moment of confusion. We need to keep going, but not so fast that we move from one extreme to another extreme, exchanging roles of master and oppressed. Freire's walking metaphor embraces an education with an openness to change that lessens the chance of assuming the role against which we rebelled.
His rejection of technique alone invites wisdom, not just learning how to read. His understanding of literacy has texture and depth. Freire, like Aristotle, understands the difference between intelligence and wisdom (Aristotle, trans. 1985 . The latter is knowledge appropriately applied to a given problem at the right time. Perhaps a major difference between adolescence and adulthood is between demanding the pure and working for the good. It is possible to ground ideas in the historical situation, which lessens the impulse for pure application and moves one closer to doing good and seeing the danger of the hallowed halls of purity. Lived experience is the shaper of phrônesis. What we know is of little value if inappropriately applied.
Wisdom rests not in technique or purity but in the give and take of assisting others with what they need while offering a sense of why the learning is important. Teacher, learner, topic, and skill embedded within a historical situation require appropriate use of knowledge in the right manner or fashion, not a formula.
Freire's work is a story that brings his ideas to unique application at a given historical moment. One cannot assume a technique-driven blueprint for education from Freire's life and action as an educator. Stories point and suggest. Techniques tell and duplicate. Freire's implicit communication ethic is a story that embodies a dialogue among three important elements: embedded information, standpoint on a given historical moment, and embedded agency. In a story-centered communication ethic, metaphors become main characters, given life through the embedded agency of the actors, the implementers of a given story. Like in any good story, the embeddedness of the actors and their reading of the historical moment frame appropriate implementation. Freire's story-centered communication ethic has a Why, connecting literacy to eventual political participation. His ethic has a What, metaphors that reframe our vision of education. Freire's story has a How-one must engage the Other on his or her terms, opening new ideas on familiar ground. The next section frames this story, illuminating the How of the story line of Freire's literacy project. centered communication ethic. His sense of How rests in the concrete and demanding world of communication ethics, not in the ideal of philosophical ethics. Philosophical ethics provides a theoretical frame for discerning a standard, making judgments possible, recognizing congruence or incongruence between the standard and given action. When we add the term communication to ethics, the standard takes on concern for the communicators, the historical moment, and the topic at hand. We move from viewing the standard as an ideal to the standard's being a rhetorical construct-composed of an ideal, form of communication, historical moment, and topic. Communication ethics evaluates the connection between all these communicative ingredients. Communication ethics navigates among a conceptual standard, the players in a story, the historical moment, and the topic or information. The degree of precision in evaluating whether an action is ethical is great in philosophical ethics but less clear in communication ethics. What is philosophically ethical is different from what is ethically appropriate in a communicative setting. Communication ethics are applied; they do not rest in abstract theory but in the give and take of persons living together. Communication ethics requires praxis in everyday life.
Freire does educational praxis based in communication ethics. He addresses oppressing structures, discerning ways to invite liberation. From such a commitment, one finds an implicit communication ethic that if understood as a story and not as a technique, offers guidance for people in settings other than education. The necessary flexibility of communication ethics rests rhetorically within stories. A disrupted metanarrative and competing narratives make Freire's call for a critical consciousness indispensable for successful navigation of postmodern narrative confusion and contention.
Postmodernity, an era of acknowledged metanarrative collapse, is not novel. Virtue contention in a postmodern age is visible to a middle-class/ upper-middle-class culture, no longer only relegated to the oppressed and the disenfranchised. Freire's work understands virtue contention between class structures. He does not require the middle-class/upper-middle-class term postmodernity to understand competing narrative visions. Narratives of privilege exclude the disadvantaged from participation. Freire's educational project offers hope by countering prevailing narrative assumptions of the privileged. Freire's commitment to literacy is a story of service, liberation, and providing necessary critical skills for eventual participation in institutional life.
Freire's implicit communication ethic, beginning not with the individual but with a story, does not answer all questions, nor does it meet the needs of each individual moment. His story, like any story, needs careful acceptance. Just as there are good stories, there are bad ones, permitting good and bad story frameworks for communication ethics. He points to a story-centered communication ethic that requires one to meet the Other, the information or topic, the historical moment, and one's own bias as embedded characters in an ongoing drama about literacy, participation, and liberation.
From Individualism to Story to Narrative
Freire is not a liberal humanist working to increase the individual rights of learners. His story of literacy and liberation is concerned with assisting the rights of people without beginning with the individual. The focus or beginning point of Freire's work is phenomenologically important. His approach is akin to teaching a young person to play baseball. One does not begin with individual statistics; rather, staying focused on the ball and the game permits individual statistics to advance as a by-product. The focus of attention is on literacy and how to assist a given person's literacy. As a by-product, the individual benefits.
Individualism puts the cart before the horse, putting the individual before the story, which is the home of our sense of How and Why.
The traditionalist churches alienate the oppressed social classes by encouraging them to view the world as evil. The modernizing churches alienate them in a different way: by defending the reforms that maintain the status quo. By reducing such expressions as humanism and humanization to abstract categories, the modern churches empty them of real meaning. Such phrases become mere slogans whose only contribution is to serve the reactionary forces. In truth, there is no humanization without liberation, just as there is no liberation without revolutionary transformation of the class society, for in the class society all humanization is impossible. Liberation becomes concrete only when society is changed, not when its structures are simply modernized. (Freire, 1985, p. 136) Individualism is antithetical to the type of humanism Freire advocated. Individualism disembodies the person from the historical situation. This type of humanistic assumption about the importance of the individual misses the embedded nature of our lives together in a story that is a priori to us, dictating to, and not guiding, communicative partners. Persons living within a narrative structure situate themselves within the story of a community.
Humanism focused on the individual conceptualizes communicative meaning within the person. Such a philosophy is long on agency and short on embeddedness, awareness of the power of the historical moment. Humanism has a constructive history of permitting individual voices to challenge institutional proclamation. Humanism contended with the absolute power of the Church to dictate what is and is not true. Freire, like most persons interested in social change, concurs with the enhanced role of the person to challenge and question. However, a philosophy appropriate for a world of diversity must contend with the diverse interests of social classes and shifting demands of the historical moment. A philosophy uprooted from embeddedness is hisArnett / PAULO FREIRE'S REVOLUTIONARY PEDAGOGY 499 torically out of time. We are free and limited by circumstance. Dialogue between given circumstances and one's will or agency gives change its orientation.
As Buber (1947 Buber ( /1972 suggested, real living begins with relation (p. 168) or within a narrative connection that involves us, not just me. Freire's use of the term humanistic is more akin to story than to the notion of individualism. He calls for participation in a story of literacy and liberation. One's quality of life tied to stories both enhances and curtails the degrees of human agency. All human beings engage in embedded agency, regardless of class structure. However, the degree of embeddedness and the degree of agency differ between those who shape a culture and those who must adapt to a given power. A story of literacy and liberation offers choice and opportunity for the disenfranchised, shifting the equation from deep embeddedness to more agency.
Freire's pedagogy understands humanism as a dialectic between freedom/agency and the historical situation. He is the kind of humanist who begins with a story of literacy and liberation, not the individual. Martin Buber (1948) called himself a religious humanist (pp. 240-252). Buber's humanism points to what Freire offers-an educational humanism situated within a story of literacy and liberation.
Disconnecting Freire from an individualist understanding of agency connects him to Calvin Schrag's (1986) notion of a "new humanism" (pp. 197-214) . A new humanism is embedded agency or freedom situated within the possibilities of a given historical moment. Schrag's new humanism begins with a decentered subject embedded in a given sociocultural and historical moment. This new humanism or situated humanism is evident throughout Freire's work. Freire's story is an embedded humanism that recognizes "the role of man as a Subject in the world and with the world [embedded]" (1973/ 1996a, p. 46 ).
An embedded agent is both limited within a world and a creative reshaper of the possibilities of that world. Using Schrag's (1986) language to understand Freire, embedded humanism is antithetical to individuals standing above the world or the demands of a historical moment, transforming the world into their own vision. Rather, embedded humanism is a story participated in and simultaneously written by embedded agents with a vision that contends with the demands of a given historical moment. Levinas (1974 Levinas ( / 1999 ) stated that humanism is not human enough (pp. 127-128). A new humanism assumes that a person embedded in a historical context better defines humanity. To miss the context is to miss the person. The person is not understandable in the abstract, only within the context of a given historical moment.
The significance of beginning with the notion of story is that a privileged story offers a thesis from which the individual makes sense of communicative life. A story is an organizing activity that offers a core or center from which individual judgments and ideas are tested and creatively changed. Interaction among individuals, a given story, and the historical moment lessens reification of a tradition while lessening relativism, due to the story's offering guiding coordinates. Freire rejects individualism; he provides a counterstory to the prevailing power. However, for his story of literacy and liberation to invite fundamental change, his story must become the learners' guiding narrative.
The movement from story to narrative requires one additional rhetorical dynamic-the peoples' buy-in or agreement. Rhetorically, a narrative is an enthymeme. A narrative requires Others to make it work and to finalize the implementation by participation. A narrative is a story that a people rhetorically accept as a guide and then apply appropriately and creatively to the historical moment. The storyteller controls a story. The people control (through participation and change) the story of a narrative.
Freire worked from a narrative framework in which a story of education gains acceptance from the people if the story is to be more than a simple tale told by a storyteller. In essence, Freire not only cautioned against individualism; he did not want individual storytellers to assume that they are central or fundamental. For a story to have lasting power, the story must be accepted as a guiding standard and then altered to meet changing historical circumstances. Freire rejected an understanding of narrative that equates teaching with telling, failing to meet the needs of the Other on his or her own soil of concern (Freire, 1970 (Freire, /1974 . He rejected a banking concept that emphasizes ideology and individualistic storytelling. A narrative is not a telling forced on another but a form of participatory learning.
A story has main characters, a plot, and a storyteller. A narrative has all the ingredients of a story, agreed-on participation, and openness to the needs of a given historical moment. With a story, we know the ending. With a narrative, we know the beginnings and address the needs of the changing demands before us; there is no ending, just guidance. Anarrative activates agency as we meet what is before us. This movement from story to narrative is central to Stanley Hauerwas's (1981) 
interpretation of Watership Down (pp. 9-35).
A story-centered communication ethic admits that one's embeddedness carries a political perspective. A narrative adds corporate agreement. Stories that guide ethical conduct do not offer guidance in purity but in the embedded political or situated world of the information, the agent, and the historical moment itself. When a story has community support, agreement, and participation, it becomes a narrative.
The narrative of the rabbits in Watership Down required agreement from the community for the story to offer guidance for the rabbits in their journey of discovering a new home. The agents or main players in the drama of Watership Down worked with courage and craftiness to move old stories to new narrative guidelines. The old stories gathered new life and offered creative insight as they met the demands of the historical moment, permitting the rabbits to see wisdom in the general messages of the past. The rabbits met a historical moment of displacement from their long-term home or warren with recharged old stories that came to life as they met the demands of a new day that called for creative participation and implementation.
A narrative contrasts not only with story but with the notion of ideology. The above material reveals the movement from a story to narrative-no one storyteller can control a narrative; people must actively participate. In addition, no people can control the story in such a fashion that others cannot participate in the story and help reshape the story. When a people attempt to control a story, making alternative interpretations impossible, we discover an ideology offering a priori answers before meeting the historical moment. An ideology ignores the historical moment by framing an answer before meeting the demands of a given historical moment. Both individualism and ideology seek to control the story. Both ideological structures and individualism demand an answer before encountering the historical moment. The former finds the answer in a doctrine and the latter in the confidence of the storyteller. A narrative, on the other hand, offers guidelines and participation, seeking to discern the meaning between a guiding story and the demands of a given historical moment.
Like Hauerwas's (1981) example of Watership Down, Freire's story of education is sensitive to participation and the historical moment. The meeting of story, participation, and the historical moment offers guidance. Freire's pedagogy is a story that invites a people into a narrative that connects the story of literacy and liberation with participation and the historical moment. A narrative has collective power and can change when needed; a narrative is capable of guiding people to liberation, making a difference in the daily lives of the people as the people give power to the narrative.
Embedded Agency, Historicity, and Narrative
An interesting twist in understanding the limitations of individualism and story is that each requires a dialectical companion. Individualism forgets the embedded nature of life. Story forgets the participation of the Other. Narrative, on the other hand, assumes embedded story, embedded agency, and embedded understanding of the historical moment. A narrative is like a map with limited detail, requiring application and agency to find one's own path. A narrative map offers guidance without dictating particular decisions. A narrative map points people in a given direction while requiring people to use their own agency, attending to the unique demands of the historical moment. The people are the agents or discerners of a particular direction.
Freire's narrative standpoint requires agreement from a people that the educational story of literacy and liberation is worth following and adapting to the unique circumstances of a given time and setting. All of us know people 502 QUALITATIVE INQUIRY / August 2002 who have good ideas and terrible timing about the implementation of their ideas. No matter how good a story, the story requires appropriate application and agreement. Recognizing the uniqueness of a given historical situation avoids placement of the person at the center of a communication ethic and prevents reification of a story into an ideological structure. Person, story, and historical moment frame what is possible. A people accepting a story responsive to a given historical moment alone invite a narrative-centered communication ethic.
A people keep a story within the narrative's spirit and out of the clutches of ideology with constant attention to the historical moment. Historicity is not to be confused with history. History is a linear description of events understood within a chronological scheme. Historicity is not chronological. Two events can be historically connected yet be years apart. For instance, I agree that this is a postmodern era-an era in which contentious agreement on what is and what is not virtuous defines communicative life and dominates popular perception. We live in an era Alasdair MacIntyre (1984) called "after virtue." However, to presuppose that such a moment of virtue contention is new is an act of "bad faith" (Sartre, 1943 (Sartre, /1953 , fibbing to ourselves. In chronological terms, this is a new chronological moment in history, but the historicity of virtue contention is not novel.
In the Old Testament, Isaiah hears the voice of Yahweh calling him to tell the story of Yahweh, suggesting that his people will listen. At the moment of Isaiah's call, there are many competing "gods" or virtue structures. Isaiah hears Yahweh's call and walks into a historical moment of virtue disagreement offering Yahweh's story for the people to consider. In chronological history, Isaiah is far from today. Yet in terms of historicity, he, too, can understand this historical moment, a similar situation of virtue disagreement. One can discover similarity among historical moments present in distinct chronological eras.
Historicity announces itself by questions that define a given era. Today we ask, How should we address virtue contention in this historical moment? Isaiah could respond to this question. A historical situation reveals itself by the question the moment seems to pose. We then, as embedded agents, work within a historically relevant question or questions, seeking an answer. Another way of getting at the idea of historicity is to contrast historicity with the word anachronism. An anachronism is out of place and out of time, not linear history. Time and place do make a difference. The cliché of being wary of what one prays for is good advice. We cannot always predict in advance the correct moment for a particular action. Being human is an embedded gift that does not come with clairvoyance or a technique to determine the right action a priori to an actual communicative event. One definition of humanness is doing our best embedded within a given historical moment, guided by a story that is coherent, relevant, significant, and supported by fidelity of communicative social practices. Freire encourages the humanness of the teacher, working from a story of literacy, inviting a narrative of fundamental social change-one reader at a time. The teacher as mentor invites participation in the story, and the people offer the power of narrative that reshapes institutional life-again, one reader at a time.
TEACHER AS MENTOR
Doing communication ethics relies not on a formula but on sensitivity to the needs of the historical moment. Understanding historicity moves caring from a paternalistic posture to that of a mentor. Paternalistic caring keeps the person from making bad choices before encountering a given situation. The caregiver tells and the learner follows. Freire would deem such action the "banking concept" (1970/1974, p. 58) . The banking concept is paternalistic education that shoves ideas inside a head with the assumption that dividends of learning will eventually occur.
A mentor is responsive to the historical situation, taking what is available to assist the Other at the appropriate time in the appropriate fashion. Sensitivity to timing and presenting ideas as suggestions, not as commands, defines the communicative action of a mentor. A mentor does not seek to keep another from mistakes but assists the Other in learning from both good and problematic actions. The notion of a mentor is an appropriate mode for teaching within the story-centered ethic of literacy and liberation, inviting the Other into a narrative. The mentor is an embedded agent working with the Other in the historical situation to determine what is appropriate in a given moment.
A mentor, as an embedded agent within a story-centered communication ethic, frames communication around the prepositions about, for, and by someone. The prepositions about, for, and by (someone) provide another way of stressing the importance of embedded story-centered communication ethics. The terms of this article and Schrag's (1986) prepositions link as follows: about and story, for and the Other, and by and agency. A mentor is a navigator who understands about the story and manifests concern for the Other. A mentor assists with full knowledge that the historical situation, story, and the Other are all companions in conversation about the right path at a given moment. The mentor works within a story-centered communication ethic that understands that ignoring the Other is fiendish and that undue attention curtails growth. A mentor recognizes that too much and too little attention and assistance given to the Other are both harmful.
Truth often resides in the land between extremes. Aristotle warned against excess and deficiency (Arnett, 1997, pp. 172-173) . Martin Buber (1948) recognized the importance of the unity of contraries (p. 17). Dietrich Bonhoeffer (1938 Bonhoeffer ( /1954 worked from a dialectical position in which one idea holds another in check (p. 28). Lived life is complexity, bringing together mixed 504 QUALITATIVE INQUIRY / August 2002 emotions, contrary ideas, and opponents with similar objectives. Life as texture rests on the interweaving of difference. Lived experience teaches that mistakes come from good ideas taken to an extreme and even, at times, bad ideas working somehow for the betterment of others. Embedded agency within historical constraints is such a term of complexity, as is the term mentor. Freire's "pedagogy of the oppressed" begins with a mentor, not a teller of information.
Freire's implicit communication ethic leads us to an understanding of teaching as an ethical act embedded within a story, a story given life by the embedded act of mentoring. The mentor rejects humanism that places meaning within the person, and the mentor rejects stories that have no room for participation and interpretation. The mentor focuses on the needs of a given historical situation, permitting learning to emerge from the interaction of story and agent with the historical moment.
A mentor is like a parent who always loves a child but does not parent the same way at different stages of growth. Parents who work as mentors do not seek to keep children from making mistakes; the key is to assist them in learning from mistakes. A mentor works as a seasoned teammate, not as a dictatorial coach. A mentor admits and understands that limitations are inevitable in the embedded condition of being human. " [Educators] should clearly recognize their limitations and accept them gracefully and thus avoid falling into either an annihilating pessimism or a shameless opportunism. . . . One does what is historically possible and not what one would want to do" (Freire, 1985, pp. 170-171) .
Mentors cannot always do or have what they want. Such demands take us from the historical moment into our own narcissism. Teaching a basic freshman course on a research campus is an example. Not all students in a class are brilliant, but mentors meet students on the ground where they walk rather than the soil on which we demand their presence. To fail to meet a student on his or her historical ground courts pessimism on our part as underprepared students disappoint us. Meeting the historical situation and rejecting the temptation to focus on our own ideals require us to engage life on its own terms, not in terms of our own demands. Freire (1970 Freire ( /1974 suggested that "attempting to be more human, individualistically, leads to having more, egotistically: a form of dehumanization" (pp. 73-74) . Another way of stating this is that by demanding and failing to attend to the historical needs of the situation and the Other, we confuse education with not only the banking concept but also our own narcissism. The mentor as teacher understands that the way we teach is as important politically and culturally as the content itself. The unity of teaching style and content undergirds Freire's project.
Mentoring requires historically appropriate face saving for the learner to keep the learning going. People practice new ideas and actions when their worlds open to novel insights. A teacher who continually informs learners of their limitations enhances embarrassment, lessening enthusiasm for new ideas, the unfamiliar. Saving face frames the interpretive context for understanding Freire's ideas in which both teacher and students learn from the Other, permitting the historical situation to frame the application of ideas within an embedded story of literacy and participation in institutional life. The teacher is a mentor who understands the pragmatic importance of humility. Saving face of the learner rejects arrogance that seeks to pass for a genuine education.
To criticize arrogance, the authoritarianism of intellectuals of Left or Right, who are both basically reactionary in an identical way-who judge themselves the proprietors of knowledge, the behavior of university people who claim to be able to "conscientize" rural and urban workers without having to be "conscientized" by them as well; to criticize an undisguisable air of messianism, at bottom naive, on the part of intellectuals who, in the name of the liberation of the working classes, impose or seek to impose the "superiority" of their academic knowledge on the "rude masses"-this I have always done. (Freire, 1992 (Freire, / 1996b Freire criticized arrogance situated in the confidence of the teacher as an agent who does not understand the copresent unity of learning, teaching, and interpretation.
Understanding the complexity of lived experience, the emphasis on contraries, and the embedded nature of human knowledge reframes a teaching concept such as self-esteem. In the abstract, offering self-esteem makes good sense. However, what does one do when the learner has self-esteem higher than his or her ability level? Have you ever met a person who has little skill but much confidence that is unhindered by problematic and inaccurate work? Lived experience tells us to be careful about the employment of techniques that do not understand the complexity of contraries. At times, a good action invites unwanted and destructive results. The complexity of human life guides the mentor's political wisdom.
Mentors understand that the emphasis on individualism counters undue institutional authority, which in turn requires the notion of embeddedness to counter individualism. Like an A-frame house, agency and embeddedness work together. Mentors understand embedded agency, working as an embedded agent in a story-centered communication ethic about literacy and liberation.
I teach in a continuing education program for nontraditional students. There is political significance connected to the teaching of nontraditional students and face saving. Many of the students have had negative experiences with teachers and with formal classroom learning. The political and historical circumstances of nontraditional students require mentors working to save the face of a student, introducing a story of literacy and increased participation in institutional life.
When an academic program changes as the historical moment changes, new challenges and opportunities arise revealing the historical notion of the 506 QUALITATIVE INQUIRY / August 2002 metaphor of saving face. The academy has encouraged a shift to a culture of consumption with an emphasis on the student as customer. The notion of student as customer makes agency, not embeddedness, the key to working with students. A nontraditional population reshaped by a consumption and customer-driven culture feeds a story of individualism, which then fights for public space against a story of literacy and participation. Movement from a story of the liberation of students unable to attend higher education due to demanding life environments to the notion of customer moves from humble learning to an entitled customer.
Freire offers insight into nontraditional learning, making sure that we keep a story about education centered on literacy and participation in institutional life, not a story about customers demanding service. His ethical call keeps before us the Why of our actions. Ethical communication in the spirit of Freire begins with knowing why an action meets and addresses the demands of the given historical moment. The story that undergirds pedagogy is the political first principle in the pedagogy of disadvantaged and oppressed persons.
An earlier essay on Freire titled "Dignity and the Limits of Inclusion" (Arnett & Arneson, 1999, chap. 9 ) examined the fallacy of wanting to be included in all groups. A democratic impulse grounded in "one person, one vote" appropriately celebrates the importance of inclusion. He contended that inclusion can inappropriately attain the status of a superordinate goal that subsumes all others. Freire's unwillingness to enter dialogue with an oppressor points to the importance of accepting exclusion as the frame from which change is sometimes begun. Fibbing to oneself about being included propels a consumption story about education that Freire does not want us to join. Confusing education with a customer mentality is another way of doing the banking concept. Instead of the oppressor putting ideas in one's head, one does the same to oneself by consuming information without reflecting on the political significance of joining education and a story of consumption.
Freire suggested that not being included is a personal and even a social good when one discovers that constructive opportunities for social change are lost in a story of consumption and education. He sided with oppressed persons. His implicit story-centered communication ethic asks a fundamental ethical question: Does the group I seek to join lessen the oppressed status of others, or does it merely enhance my own false feeling of inclusion? The story that guides the education guides the pedagogy and the manner in which one will participate in institutional life.
Freire's pedagogy begins with a clearly stated bias-systems of oppression need to be opposed, not joined. His commitment to literacy offers people not skills to join the oppressors but intellectual skills for finding alternative ways of interacting with others. A story about literacy and liberation is not neutral. Freire's implicit story-centered communication ethic based in exclusion begins with commitment to the story, not to a single person. He plays out his analysis with a consistent theme-education and literacy should free persons from the power of groups that exclude on characteristics that one cannot control, such as race, gender, class, and status.
The criterion for ethical decision making requires choosing the story from which one frames a communication ethic. The story offers a guiding standard from which evaluation occurs. In the discussion of the nontraditional students, to save face is key as long as the guiding story of literacy and liberation trumps a customer-driven mentality. The story of literacy and liberation provides the guidelines for embedded agency of the student, embedded agency of the mentor, and embedded understanding of the historical moment to work together as we find new tools to forward the aims of this story, not the emotive reactions of the customer.
Freire's work privileges humility of the teacher and the student-humility situated in the historical moment, not in a psychological technique. Humility is key to learning from the Other as the Other gains an education. Freire's understanding of humility is rooted in the knowledge of differing sociocultural-economic standpoints. The teacher learns from someone with a window into the world of oppression. The teacher often knows the world through books and ideas and must learn from the world in practice. Working with nontraditional students has no technique, no set of rules, only a storycentered communication ethic. Acceptance of the embedded agency of mentor, student, subject matter, and historicity requires humility. Humility is possible as a story guides, offering a standard tempered by persons, ideas, and the historical moment, the test of everyday life. Freire's story-centered communication ethic about education for literacy and liberation provides a What, a Why, and a How for learning. He reminds us that education is politics. The story, as first principle, shapes the politics of pedagogy. There is no literacy without a political story telling us why, what, and how to read. Freire's message is that a story-centered communication ethic embraces literacy and liberation as first principles.
A story-centered communication ethic requires us to choose with care. Such a story can invite a collective and narrative commitment to literacy and liberation, offering a countervoice to a story of education as consumption. The classroom of Paulo Freire rests wherever people find themselves; his classroom works with a story-centered communication ethic, connecting learning to institutional participation. His long-term political power rests in his story about reading's becoming a narrative owned and guided by a people. For Freire, ethics, stories, and eventually narratives frame a political view of education, a communication ethic that embraces literacy with a texture inclusive of reading ideas and reading political positions of those in power. Revolution for Freire begins with a story about literacy that then gathers political power as a narrative supported with a people's agreement. Only the people can move a good story to a narrative. When a good story, such as liter-
